The next generation
of SIMS

Over the last 30 years our aim
has never changed - we have
continuously strived to deliver
innovative products that meet the
evolving needs of education.
We have worked closely with our customers and
partners over the years, listened to feedback
and ideas, and we’ve redesigned our solution
for today’s primary schools. With our unrivalled
knowledge of the education sector and our
management information system expertise, we are
confident SIMS Primary is a solution that will truly
help schools inspire.

What is SIMS Primary?
An evolution of SIMS.
It’s a faster, fresher, flexible and highly
intuitive evolution of our market leading MIS.
We’ve made it easier for everyone across the
whole school community to make effective
use of the information in SIMS to improve
learning outcomes.
An improved user interface, intuitive
navigation, unique new features and
accessible from any computer thanks to a
secure cloud system - it’s a game changer.

How is SIMS Primary different?
A much improved user interface, with
intuitive navigation
Easy to use with minimum set-up required
Slicker processes with information easier to
understand and find
Brand new features that don’t currently exist in
any MIS solutions in schools today
Simple reporting and powerful analysis to drive
informed decision making and interventions

Accessible from any computer or tablet device
Automatic data back up, upgrades are managed
centrally and there is no need for a SIMS server in
the school
A completely redesigned solution for Assessment,
allowing tracking against DfE and other
assessment schemes

It’s the system you know and trust, made better

SIMS Primary at a glance

Homepage

Pupil Log

A fresher homepage with real time widgets, providing a
collated summary of top level information about your
school or academy.

Access a pupil’s individual information, medical records,
assessment marks and behaviour records in one area
of SIMS Primary. A new chronological list of ‘Pupil Log
Notes’ can be added by staff to build a complete picture
of a child’s school experience.

Data Dashboards

Class Log

Senior leaders and class teachers need actionable,
real-time information. SIMS Primary makes this easy by
providing attractive data dashboards that can be filtered
and drilled into, to provide instant and meaningful insight.

A new screen for teachers, with interactive and engaging
displays of key information on their class.
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